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1. THE ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN
ADVANCING THE GLOBAL SURGERY AND ANESTHESIA GOALS
Journal Of Public Health And Emergency
Authors: Desmond T. Jumbam, Libby Durnwald, Ruben Ayala, Ulrick Sidney Kanmounye
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Anaesthesia, Health policy
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are indispensable to social and economic
development, particularly in states with limited resources or poor governance. With about five
billion people globally lacking access to safe, timely and affordable surgical and anesthesia
care, mostly in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs), NGOs can play a critical role
in meeting this significant surgical need and advancing the global surgery and anesthesia goals
set by the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery in alignment with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Surgical-NGOs (s-NGOs) have historically and continue to play a
vital role in reducing the surgical burden globally, providing at least 3 million surgical
procedures annually in LMICs. They have done this primarily through service delivery by
employing temporary platforms such as short-term surgical trips and self-contained surgical
platforms or through the setting up of specialized hospitals. With the advent of the SDGs, sNGOs are increasingly investing in strengthening local health systems by supporting various
dimensions of the health systems building blocks. Health systems strengthening interventions
by s-NGOs have primarily focused on the training of skilled local surgical workforce (preservice and in-service) and investing in health infrastructure through equipment and supplies
donations to capacitate local health facilities to provide high-quality sustainable surgical and
anesthesia care. Despite these laudable efforts, s-NGOs have not been without challenges and
criticism especially around the cost-effectiveness, sustainability, equity and quality of care
provided. In this article, we review the current landscape of s-NGOs and the challenges they
face. We also examine the roles of s-NGOs in advancing the global surgery and anesthesia goals
and SDGs in light of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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2. ESTIMATION OF THE NATIONAL SURGICAL NEEDS IN INDIA
BY ENUMERATING THE SURGICAL PROCEDURES IN AN
URBAN COMMUNITY UNDER UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE
World Journal Of Surgery
Authors: Prashant Bhandarkar, Anita Gadgil, Priti Patil, Monali Mohan & Nobhojit Roy
Region / country: Southern Asia – India
Speciality: General surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Trauma and orthopaedic surgery,
Trauma surgery
Background
11% of the global burden of disease requires surgical care or anaesthesia management or both.
Some studies have estimated this burden to be as high as 30%. The Lancet Commission for
Global Surgery (LCoGS) estimated that 5000 surgeries are required to meet the surgical
burden of disease for 100,000 people in LMICs. Studies from LMICs, estimating surgical
burden based on enumeration of surgeries, are sparse.
Method
We performed this study in an urban population availing employees’ heath scheme in Mumbai,
India. Surgical procedures performed in 2017 and 2018, under this free and equitable health
scheme, were enumerated. We estimated the surgical needs for national population, based on
age and sex distribution of surgeries and age standardization from our cohort.
Result
A total of 4642 surgeries were performed per year for a population of 88,273. Cataract (22.8%),
Caesareans (3.8%), surgeries for fractures (3.27%) and hernia (2.86%) were the commonest
surgeries. 44.2% of surgeries belonged to the essential surgeries. We estimated 3646 surgeries
would be required per 100,000 Indian population per year. One-third of these surgeries would
be needed for the age group 30–49 years, in the Indian population.
Conclusion
A total of 3646 surgeries were estimated annually to meet the surgical needs of Indian
population as compared to the global estimate of 5000 surgeries per 100,000 people. Caesarean
section, cataract, surgeries for fractures and hernia are the major contributors to the surgical
needs. More enumeration-based studies are needed for better estimates from rural as well as
other urban areas.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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3. IDENTIFYING BREAST CANCER CARE QUALITY MEASURES
FOR A CANCER FACILITY IN RURAL SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA:
RESULTS OF A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW AND
MODIFIED DELPHI PROCESS
Jco Blogbal Oncology
Authors: Lydia E. Pace, Lauren E. Schleimer, Cyprien Shyirambere, André Ilbawi, Jean Marie
Vianney Dusengimana, Jean Bosco Bigirimana, Francois Regis Uwizeye, Mary Chamberlin,
Yeonsoo Sara Lee, Lawrence N. Shulman, Susan Troyan, Benjamin O. Anderson, Catherine
Duggan, Daniel S. O’Neil, Allison Dvaladze, Jane Brock, Cam Nguyen, Deogratias Ruhangaza,
Olivier Habimana, Nicaise Nsabimana, John Butonzi, Eugene Nkusi, Tharcisse Mpunga, Nancy
L. Keating
Region / country: Central Africa, Eastern Africa – Rwanda
Speciality: General surgery, Surgical oncology
PURPOSE
The burden of cancer is growing in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), including subSaharan Africa. Ensuring the delivery of high-quality cancer care in such regions is a pressing
concern. There is a need for strategies to identify meaningful and relevant quality measures
that are applicable to and usable for quality measurement and improvement in resourceconstrained settings.
METHODS
To identify quality measures for breast cancer care at Butaro Cancer Center of Excellence
(BCCOE) in Rwanda, we used a modified Delphi process engaging two panels of experts, one
with expertise in breast cancer evidence and measures used in high-income countries and one
with expertise in cancer care delivery in Rwanda.
RESULTS
Our systematic review of the literature yielded no publications describing breast cancer quality
measures developed in a low-income country, but it did provide 40 quality measures, which we
adapted for relevance to our setting. After two surveys, one conference call, and one in-person
meeting, 17 measures were identified as relevant to pathology, staging and treatment planning,
surgery, chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, palliative care, and retention in care. Successes of
the process included participation by a diverse set of global experts and engagement of the
BCCOE community in quality measurement and improvement. Anticipated challenges include
the need to continually refine these measures as resources, protocols, and measurement
capacity rapidly evolve in Rwanda.
CONCLUSION
A modified Delphi process engaging both global and local expertise was a promising strategy to
identify quality measures for breast cancer in Rwanda. The process and resulting measures may
also be relevant for other LMIC cancer facilities. Next steps include validation of these
measures in a retrospective cohort of patients with breast cancer.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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4. BEYOND TECHNOLOGY: REVIEW OF SYSTEMIC INNOVATION
STORIES IN GLOBAL SURGERY
Journal Of Public Health And Epidemiology
Authors: Xiya Ma, Hannah S. Thomas, Ulrick Sidney Kanmounye
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Other
Since the launch of the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery (LCOGS) in 2015, significant
attention and interest have been invested in breaking down the barriers that prevent universal
access to essential surgical, obstetric and anesthesia (SOA) services. Improving access to
surgical care in low-resource areas, whether in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) or
within vulnerable populations in high-income countries (HICs), requires stakeholders to think
outside of the box. Innovation, or the process of creatively resolving a problem, is a crucial
strategy for addressing complex challenges in global health and global surgery. While
technology has traditionally taken the spotlight, novel ideas that support surgical systems
strengthening and advance the agenda of achieving access for all should also be highlighted.
This narrative review will focus on the principal ideas and trends in global surgery innovation,
stretching beyond habitual technological advancements. By centering the narrative around nontechnological achievements, we will explore emerging ideas that are transforming
infrastructures in health systems strengthening, financial capacity, advocacy, and research and
partnerships. From the development of National Surgical, Obstetric, and Anesthesia Plans
(NSOAPs) to the creation of collaborative authorship, systemic innovations have and will
continue to improve the delivery and quality of essential surgical services in areas of need
around the world.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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5. GLOBAL SURGERY: IMPORTANCE, CONTROVERSY AND
OPPORTUNITY
The Bulletin
Authors: N Aruparayil, M Doe, CE Grimes
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Other
Serving those in limited resource settings does not only enhance surgical training, it advances
universal access to holistic and affordable care.
An eight-year-old girl succumbs to 60% burns with inadequate dressings and analgesia (MD). A
new father loses his wife to post-partum haemorrhage and must then bag-mask his dying baby
(NA).
These experiences have lived long in the memory of the authors and have propelled us to play
our part in global surgery. But what is ‘global surgery’?
Global surgery is an ‘area for study, research, practice, and advocacy that places priority on
improving health outcomes and achieving health equity for all people worldwide who are
affected by surgical conditions’.1 In 2015, The Lancet Commission on Global Surgery found that
nine in ten people living in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) are unable to access
basic surgical care.2 Its report highlighted significant health and economic disparities for
untreated surgical conditions, and recommended core indicators for monitoring universal
access to safe, affordable surgical and anaesthesia care when needed.
Those indicators include access to timely essential surgical care, specialist surgical workforce
density, surgical volume, perioperative mortality and protection against impoverishing or
catastrophic expenditure. The statistics regarding the workforce density are especially
concerning, illustrating a considerable shortage of healthcare providers. It is estimated that
LMICs, which make up 48% of the global population, only have 20% of the specialist surgeons,
anaesthetists and obstetricians in the world, with the poorest nations having only 0.7 specialist
providers per 100,000 population.3 Although these figures shed light on the scale of the
problem, and reinforce the issues around inequality and access to surgical care, statistics mean
little to the individual. We enter our profession not with a yearning to improve a number but to
provide holistic care for our patients, locally or globally.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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6. COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF TRANEXAMIC ACID
FOR THE TREATMENT OF TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY, BASED
ON THE RESULTS OF THE CRASH-3 RANDOMISED TRIAL: A
DECISION MODELLING APPROACH
Bmj Global Health
Authors: Jack Williams, Ian Roberts, Haleema Shakur-Still, Fiona E Lecky, Rizwana Chaudhri,
Alec Miners
Region / country: Northern Europe, South-eastern Asia – Pakistan, United Kingdom
Speciality: Neurosurgery, Trauma and orthopaedic surgery
Introduction An estimated 69 million traumatic brain injuries (TBI) occur each year worldwide,
with most in low-income and middle-income countries. The CRASH-3 randomised trial found
that intravenous administration of tranexamic acid within 3 hours of injury reduces head injury
deaths in patients sustaining a mild or moderate TBI. We examined the cost-effectiveness of
tranexamic acid treatment for TBI.
Methods A Markov decision model was developed to assess the cost-effectiveness of treatment
with and without tranexamic acid, in addition to current practice. We modelled the decision in
the UK and Pakistan from a health service perspective, over a lifetime time horizon. We used
data from the CRASH-3 trial for the risk of death during the trial period (28 days) and patient
quality of life, and data from the literature to estimate costs and long-term outcomes post-TBI.
We present outcomes as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) and 2018 costs in pounds for the
UK, and US dollars for Pakistan. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICER) per QALY gained
were estimated, and compared with country specific cost-effective thresholds. Deterministic
and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were also performed.
Results Tranexamic acid was highly cost-effective for patients with mild TBI and intracranial
bleeding or patients with moderate TBI, at £4288 per QALY in the UK, and US$24 per QALY in
Pakistan. Tranexamic acid was 99% and 98% cost-effective at the cost-effectiveness thresholds
for the UK and Pakistan, respectively, and remained cost-effective across all deterministic
sensitivity analyses. Tranexamic acid was even more cost-effective with earlier treatment
administration. The cost-effectiveness for those with severe TBI was uncertain.
Conclusion Early administration of tranexamic acid is highly cost-effective for patients with
mild or moderate TBI in the UK and Pakistan, relative to the cost-effectiveness thresholds used.
The estimated ICERs suggest treatment is likely to be cost-effective across all income settings
globally.
CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE @ JOURNAL SITE
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7. DAY CASE LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY AT
KILIMANJARO CHRISTIAN MEDICAL CENTRE, TANZANIA
Surgical Endoscopy
Authors: Imogen Cullen, Fadlo Shaban, Oroog Ali, Matthew Breckons, Kondo Chilonga, Daudi
Wapalila, Jamil Suleilman, Mercy Elinisa, Bronwyn Woodburn, Richard Walker & Liam Horgan
Region / country: Eastern Africa – Tanzania
Speciality: General surgery
Introduction: The Lancet Commission on Global Surgery has promoted the case for safe,
affordable surgical care in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). In 2017, Kilimanjaro
Christian Medical Centre (KCMC) in Tanzania introduced a day case laparoscopic
cholecystectomy (DCLC) service, the first of its kind in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). We aimed to
evaluate this novel service in terms of safety, feasibility and acceptability by patients and staff.
Methods: This study used mixed methods and was split into two stages. In stage 1, we reviewed
records of all laparoscopic cholecystectomies (LCs) comparing day cases and admissions. These
patients were followed up with a telephone questionnaire to investigate complication rates and
receive service feedback. Stage 2 consisted of semi-structured interviews with staff exploring
the challenges KCMC faced in implementing DCLC.
Results: 147 laparoscopic cholecystectomies were completed: 109 were planned for DCLC, 82
(75.2%) of which were successful, whilst 27 (24.8%) patients were admitted. No variables
significantly predicted unplanned admission, the commonest causes for which were pain and
nausea. In the DCLC group there was 1 readmission. 62 patients answered the follow up
questionnaire, 60 (97%) of which were satisfied with the service. Stage 2 interviews suggested
staff to be motivated for DCLC but revealed poor organisation of the day case pathway.
Conclusion: High rates of DCLC combined with low rates of complications and readmission
suggests DCLC is feasible at KCMC. However, staff interviews alluded to administrative
problems preventing KCMC from reaching its full DCLC potential. A dedicated day case surgery
unit would address most of these problems.
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8. EVALUATION OF PORTABLE TABLET-BASED AUDIOMETRY
IN A SOUTH INDIAN POPULATION
Indian Journal Of Otolaryngology And Head & Neck Surgery
Authors: Sreeya Yalamanchali, Rita Ruby Albert, Hinrich Staecker, Rohit Nallani, P Naina &
Kevin J Sykes
Region / country: South-eastern Asia – India
Speciality: ENT surgery
While a comprehensive booth audiogram is the gold standard for diagnosis of hearing loss,
access to this may not be available in remote and low resource settings. The aims of this study
were to validate a tablet-based audiometer in a tertiary medical center in India and explore its
capacity in improving access to hearing healthcare. Subjects presenting to Ear–Nose–Throat
clinics for conventional booth audiometry testing were recruited for subsequent tablet-based
audiometric testing. Testing with the tablet was conducted in a non-sound-treated hospital
clinic room. Bilateral air and bone conduction hearing threshold data from 250 through 4000
Hz were validated against conventional booth audiometry. In addition, a small feasibility study
was conducted in rural clinics. 70 participants (37 adults and 33 children between the ages
5–18) were assessed. 69% were male, with a mean age of 29.7 years. Sensitivity and specificity
for the tablet were 89% (95% CI 80–94%) and 70% (95% CI 56–82%), respectively. While
median differences in air conduction thresholds between conventional and tablet audiograms
showed statistical significance at 250, 500, and 1000 Hz (p < 0.001), the threshold results of the
tablet audiometer were within 5 dB of the conventional audiogram and not clinically significant.
Ten patients were successfully screened in rural clinics with tablet audiometry. Tablet portable
audiometry is a valid tool for air and bone conduction threshold assessment outside of
conventional sound booths. It can accurately identify hearing impairment and offers a screening
tool for hearing loss in low resource settings.
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9. PATTERNS OF NEUROSURGICAL CONDITIONS AT A MAJOR
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL IN CAMBODIA
Asian Journal Of Neurosurgery
Authors: Miri Kim, Chung Bin Yoo, Owen Lee-Park, Sam Nang, Din Vuthy, Kee B Park, Iv
Vycheth
Region / country: South-eastern Asia – Cambodia
Speciality: Neurosurgery
Background: Low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) have a growing and largely
unaddressed neurosurgical burden. Cambodia has been an understudied country regarding the
neurosurgical pathologies and case volume. Rapid infrastructure development with
noncompliance of safety regulations has led to increased numbers of traumatic injuries. This
study examines the neurosurgical caseload and pathologies of a single government institution
implementing the first residency program in an effort to understand the neurosurgical needs of
this population. Methods: This is a longitudinal descriptive study of all neurosurgical
admissions at the Department of Neurosurgery at Preah Kossamak Hospital (PKH), a major
government hospital, in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, between September 2013 and June 2018.
Results: 5490 patients were admitted to PKH requiring neurosurgical evaluation and care. Most
of these admissions were cranial injuries related to road traffic accidents primarily involving
young men compared to women by approximately 4:1 ratio. Spinal pathologies were more
evenly distributed in age and gender, with younger demographics more commonly presenting
with traumatic injuries, while the older with degenerative conditions. Conclusions: Despite
increased attention and efforts over the past decade, Cambodia’s neurosurgical burden mirrors
that of other LMICs, with trauma affecting most patients either on the road or at the workplace.
Currently, Cambodia has 34 neurosurgeons to address the growing burden of a country of 15
million with an increasing life expectancy of 69 years of age, stressing the importance of better
public health policies and urgency for building capacity for safe and affordable neurosurgical
care.
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10. EFFECT OF CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 AND PANDEMICS
ON GLOBAL SURGICAL OUTREACH
Jama Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg
Authors: Kylie Azizzadeh; Usama S. Hamdan; Parsa P. Salehi
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Health policy
The ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has led to a health care crisis,
changing billions of lives worldwide. The ramifications of the contagion will likely be felt for the
foreseeable future and will undoubtedly have a momentous effect on health care. While recent
publications have focused on optimizing health care delivery, patient care, and physician safety
in the setting of COVID-19, not much has been discussed regarding the effect on surgical global
health programs (SGHPs).
Prior to the novel coronavirus outbreak from Wuhan, China, SGHPs played an important role in
delivering care to low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Such mission trips have long been
a staple for facial plastic surgeons, plastic surgeons, and otolaryngologists–head and neck
surgeons.1 Humanitarian organizations perform more than 250 000 procedures globally per
year. Despite the volume of care provided, LMICs continue to demonstrate significant unmet
surgical needs. While one-third of the global population inhabits LMICs, only 3% to 6% of
operations occur there. From a global health perspective, access to surgical services have been
cited as integral to minimizing patient morbidity and mortality.Economically, it is estimated
that lack of access to surgical services in LMICs may contribute to cumulative losses of $20.7
trillion to the global economy from 2015 to 2030. During this uncertain time, SGHPs ought to
consider how they may aid in the ongoing crisis and to consider the short- and long-term effects
on global surgical outreach.
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11. COLORECTAL SURGERY IN THE TIME OF COVID 19
Colorectal Disease
Authors: Neil Smart
Region / country: Global
Speciality: General surgery, Health policy
At the time of writing (early August 2020) the world is still in the middle of the Covid 19
pandemic with over 18 million recorded cases and nearly 700 000 deaths. Those countries (e.g.
parts of the UK and Spain) that had seen peaks in March, April & May had started to see the
onset of second waves. The Australian State of Victoria had declared a state of disaster with
lockdown imposed in Melbourne and the virus was widespread across the USA. Low & Middle
Income Countries (LMICs) had seen rising numbers of cases and the head of the World Health
Organisation, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, had declared that there is ‘no silver bullet at the
moment – and there might never be’. Advances in Covid 19 research over the preceding months
had focused on various drug combinations and vaccine development with each development
hailed as a major victory. Despite the positive news stories with no paucity of hyperbole in the
lay press, the reality remains a grossly disrupted health sector that has been crippled by the
greatest public health crisis in a generation. The political fallout of the (mis)management of the
pandemic continues to ripple across the world and the resultant economic recession in many
nations has seen the prospect of rising health expenditure slip away as unemployment levels
surge and government borrowing rockets to prop up stuttering economies.
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12. SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF CERVICAL CANCER IN A
RESOURCE‐LIMITED SETTING: ONE YEAR OF DATA FROM THE
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE, SRI LANKA
International Journal Of Obstetrics And Gynaecology
Authors: Malitha Patabendige, Rajitha D. Wijesinghe, M.W.A.B. Wijesuriya, Chinthana
Hapuachchige
Region / country: Southern Asia – Sri Lanka
Speciality: Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Objective
To evaluate the surgical management of cervical cancer without the use of preoperative pelvic
imaging in a resource‐limited setting.
Methods
A retrospective study was carried out using clinical records and the ongoing electronic
database at the Gynaecological Oncology Unit, National Cancer Institute (Apeksha Hospital),
Maharagama, Sri Lanka. Details regarding the radical hysterectomies carried out from January
1, 2019, to December 31, 2019, were retrospectively studied.
Results
Out of nearly 700 patients with cervical cancer admitted during the year 2019, 57 surgically
managed radical hysterectomies were included. Of these, seven cases were ineligible and
excluded and 50 cases of radical hysterectomies were included for analysis. Mean age was 53.6
± 9.5 years and median parity was 3 (range 2–4). Of the cases, 94% were found to have no
parametrial involvement showing the success of clinical examination in assessing local tumor
spread. Overall, 11 (22.0%) were upstaged due to lymph node metastasis that was statistically
significant.
Conclusion
Preoperative clinical staging is a practical method in selecting surgically treatable cervical
cancer in low‐ and middle‐income countries (LMICs). Combining clinical assessment with
comparatively more readily available computed tomography scans could be helpful in triaging
patients for treatment of cervical cancer in LMICs.
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13. IS THE WHOLE GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS?
THE IMPLEMENTATION AND OUTCOMES OF A WHOLE BLOOD
PROGRAM IN ECUADOR
Bmc Emergency Medicine
Authors: Amber Nicole Himmler, Monica Eulalia Galarza Armijos, Jeovanni Reinoso Naranjo,
Sandra Gioconda Peña Patiño, Doris Sarmiento Altamirano, Nube Flores Lazo, Raúl Pino
Andrade, Hernán Sacoto Aguilar, Lenin Fernández de Córdova, Cecibel Cevallos Agurto, Nakul
Raykar, Juan Carlos Puyana, Juan Carlos Salamea Molina
Region / country: South America – Ecuador
Speciality: Emergency surgery
Background: Hemorrhagic shock is a major cause of mortality in low-and-middle-income
countries (LMICs). Many institutions in LMICs lack the resources to adequately prescribe
balanced resuscitation. This study aims to describe the implementation of a whole blood
program in Latin America and discuss the outcomes of the patients that received whole blood
(WB).
Methods: We conducted a retrospective review of patients resuscitated with WB from
2013-2019. Five units of O+ WB were made available on a consistent basis for patients
presenting in hemorrhagic shock. Variables collected included: sex, age, service treating the
patient, units of WB administered, units of components administered, admission vital signs,
admission hemoglobin, Shock Index, intraoperative crystalloid and colloid administration,
symptoms of transfusion reaction, length-of-stay and in-hospital mortality.
Results: The sample includes a total of 101 patients, 57 of whom were trauma and acute care
surgery (TACS) patients and 44 of whom were obstetrics and gynecology patients. No patients
developed symptoms consistent with a transfusion reaction. Average shock index was 1.16
(±0.55). On average, patients received 1.66 (±0.80) units of whole blood. Overall mortality was
14/101 (13.86%) in the first 24 hours and 6/101 (5.94%) after 24 hours.
Conclusion: Implementing a WB protocol is achievable in LMICs. Whole blood allows for more
efficient delivery of hemostatic resuscitation and is ideal for resource-restrained settings. To
our knowledge, this is the first description of a whole blood program implemented in a civilian
hospital in Latin America.
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14. PERSPECTIVES ON PERIOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF
CHILDREN’S SURGICAL CONDITIONS DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC IN LOW-INCOME AND MIDDLE-INCOME
COUNTRIES: A GLOBAL SURVEY
World Journal Of Pediatric Surgery
Authors: Paul Truche, Alexis Bowder, Amber Trujillo Lalla, Robert Crum, Fabio Botelho, Henry
Elliot Rice, Bellisa Caldas Lopes, Sarah Greenberg, Faye Evans, John Gerard Meara, Emmanuel
Adoyi Ameh, and David Patrick Mooney
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Paediatric surgery
Background
Many organizations have issued recommendations to limit elective surgery during the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. We surveyed providers of children’s surgical
care working in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs) to understand their
perspectives on surgical management in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and how they
were subsequently modifying their surgical care practices.
Methods
A survey of children’s surgery providers in LMICs was performed. Respondents reported how
their perioperative practice had changed in response to COVID-19. They were also presented
with 26 specific procedures and asked which of these procedures they were allowed to perform
and which they felt they should be allowed to perform. Changes in surgical practice reported by
respondents were analyzed thematically.
Results
A total of 132 responses were obtained from 120 unique institutions across 30 LMICs. 117/120
institutions (97.5%) had issued formal guidance on delaying or limiting elective children’s
surgical procedures. Facilities in LICs were less likely to have issued guidance on elective
surgery compared with middle-income facilities (82% in LICs vs 99% in lower middle-income
countries and 100% in upper middle-income countries, p=0.036). Although 122 (97%) providers
believed cases should be limited during a global pandemic, there was no procedure where more
than 61% of providers agreed cases should be delayed or canceled.
Conclusions
There is little consensus on which procedures should be limited or delayed among LMIC
providers. Expansion of testing capacity and local, context-specific guidelines may be a better
strategy than international consensus, given the disparities in availability of preoperative
testing and the lack of consensus towards which procedures should be delayed.
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15. PRAGMATIC MULTICENTRE FACTORIAL RANDOMIZED
CONTROLLED TRIAL TESTING MEASURES TO REDUCE
SURGICAL SITE INFECTION IN LOW‐ AND MIDDLE‐INCOME
COUNTRIES: STUDY PROTOCOL OF THE FALCON TRIAL
Colorectal Disease
Authors: D. Nepogodiev, A. Bhangu, FALCON Collaborative
Region / country: Global
Speciality: General surgery, Other
Aim
Surgical site infection (SSI) is the commonest postoperative complication worldwide,
representing a major burden for patients and health systems. Rates of SSI are significantly
higher in low‐ and middle‐income countries (LMICs) but there is little high‐quality evidence on
interventions to prevent SSI in LMICs.
Method
FALCON is a pragmatic, multicentre, 2 x 2 factorial, stratified randomized controlled trial, with
an internal feasibility study, which will address the need for evidence on measures to reduce
rates of SSI in patients in LMICs undergoing abdominal surgery. To assess whether either (1)
2% alcoholic chlorhexidine versus 10% povidone‐iodine for skin preparation, or (2) triclosan‐
coated suture versus non‐coated suture for fascial closure, can reduce surgical site infection at
30‐days post‐surgery for each of (1) clean‐contaminated and (2) contaminated/dirty surgery.
Patients with predicted clean‐contaminated or contaminated/dirty wounds with abdominal skin
incision ≥ 5 cm will be randomized 1:1:1:1 between (1) 2% alcoholic chlorhexidine and
noncoated suture, (2) 2% alcoholic chlorhexidine and triclosan‐coated suture, (3) 10% aqueous
povidone–iodine and noncoated suture and (4) 10% aqueous povidone–iodine and triclosan‐
coated suture. The two strata (clean‐contaminated versus contaminated/dirty wounds) are
separately powered. Overall, FALCON aims to recruit 5480 patients. The primary outcome is
SSI at 30 days, based on the Centers for Disease Control definition of SSI.
Conclusion
FALCON will deliver high‐quality evidence that is generalizable across a range of LMIC
settings. It will influence revisions to international clinical guidelines, ensuring the global
dissemination of its findings.
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16. ESSENTIAL VASCULAR SURGICAL CARE IN LOW AND
MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRIES: TOWARDS THE TIPPING POINT
European Journal Of Vascular And Endovascular Surgery
Authors: Xiya Ma Dominique Vervoort
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Vascular surgery
We read with great interest Prendes et al.’ s commentary on lower limb revascularisation in low
and middle income countries (LMICs). It has become increasingly apparent that the burden of
vascular diseases disproportionally affects vulnerable and LMIC populations as a result of the
epidemiological transition away from infectious diseases and towards non-communicable
diseases, as a result of the rise in smoking, air pollution, obesity, diabetes, and trauma. Access
to emergency and essential vascular surgical care, however, is grossly lacking in LMICs.
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17. EVALUATION OF A TEN-YEAR TEAM-BASED
COLLABORATIVE CAPACITY-BUILDING PROGRAM FOR
PEDIATRIC CARDIAC SURGERY IN UZBEKISTAN: LESSONS
AND IMPLICATIONS
Annals Of Global Health
Authors: Seungheon Han, Sugy Choi, Jongho Heo, Jayoung Park, and Woong-Han Kim
Region / country: Central Asia – Uzbekistan
Speciality: Cardiothoracic surgery, Paediatric surgery
Background:
Most children who have congenital heart disease in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs),
including Uzbekistan, do not receive adequate and timely pediatric cardiac surgical care. To
strengthen the surgical capacity of a local pediatric cardiac surgery team in Tashkent,
Uzbekistan, the JW LEE Center for Global Medicine at Seoul National University College of
Medicine has developed a team-based training program and has been collaboratively
conducting surgeries and care in order to transfer on-site knowledge and skills from 2009 to
2019.
Objectives:
To evaluate the long-term effects of the collaborative program on the cardiac surgical capacity
of medical staff (teamwork, surgical complexity, and patients’ pre-surgical weights) as well as
changes in the lives of the patients and their families. To derive lessons and challenges for
other pediatric cardiac surgical programs in LMICs.
Methods:
To assess the effects of this ten-year long program, a mixed-methods design was developed to
examine the trend of surgical complexity measured by Risk Adjustment for Congenital Heart
Surgery 1 score (RACHS-1) and patients’ pre-surgical weights via medical record review
(surgical cases: n = 107) during the decade. Qualitative data was analyzed from in-depth
interviews (n = 31) with Uzbek and Korean medical staff (n = 10; n = 4) and caregivers (n =
17).
Findings:
During the decade, the average RACHS-1 of the cases increased from 1.9 in 2010 to 2.78 in
2019. The average weight of patients decreased by 2.8 kg from 13 kg to 10.2 kg during the
decade. Qualitative findings show that the surgical capacity, as well as attitudes toward
patients and colleagues of the Uzbek medical staff, improved through the effective
collaboration between the Uzbek and Korean teams. Changes in the lives of patients and their
families were also found following successful surgery.
Conclusions:
Team-based training of the workforce in Uzbekistan was effective in improving the surgical
skills, teamwork, and attitudes of medical staff, in addition, a positive impact on the life of
patients and their families was demonstrated. It can be an effective solution to facilitate
improvements in pediatric cardiovascular disease in LMICs if training is sustained over a long
period.
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18. AN ANALYSIS OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH BURN
INJURY OUTCOMES IN LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME
COUNTRIES
Journal Of Surgical Research
Authors: Caitlin Jacobs BS, Jonathan Vacek MD MS, Benjamin Many MD MS, Megan Bouchard
MD, Fizan Abdullah MD PhD
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Emergency surgery
Background
Burn injuries are a major cause of morbidity and mortality within low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs). The World Health Organization developed the Global Burn Registry to
centralize data collection for the guidance of burn prevention programs. This study analyzed
the epidemiologic and hospital-specific factors associated with burn injury outcomes in LMICs
and high-income countries (HICs).
Methods
A retrospective review was performed using the Global Burn Registry over 3 y. Patients were
stratified by income region. Bivariate analyses and stepwise regressions were performed to
evaluate patient and hospital demographics and variables associated with injury patterns and
outcomes. Outcomes of interest included mortality and length of stay.
Results
Over the study period, data were collected on 1995 patients from 10 LMICs (20 hospitals) and
four HICs (four hospitals). Significantly higher mortality was seen in LMICs compared with
HICs (17% versus 9%; P < 0.001). There was no significant difference between income regions
for injury patterns (P = 0.062) or total body surface area of the burn injury (P = 0.077). Of the
LMIC hospitals in this data set, 11% did not have reliable access to an operating theater.
Conclusions
HICs had a lower overall mortality even with higher rates of concurrent injuries, as well as
longer length of stay. LMIC hospitals had fewer resources available, which could explain
increased mortality, given similar total body surface area. This study highlights how investing
in health care infrastructure could lead to improved outcomes for patients in low-resource
settings.
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19. PUBLIC HEALTH APPROACHES TO ADDRESSING
TRACHOMA
Amsa Journal Of Global Health
Authors: Sally Boardman
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Health policy, Ophthalmology
Introduction: Trachoma is a neglected tropical disease (NTD) caused by infection with
Chlamydia trachomatis (C. trachomatis) and is the leading cause of preventable blindness
globally. It is a disease rooted in poverty and remains endemic in several low- and middleincome countries, predominantly in the tropics, where determinants of health—including poor
hygiene, sanitation, and living conditions—favour disease transmission. This paper aims to
critically appraise the public health approaches addressing trachoma, namely implementation
of the WHO ‘SAFE’ strategy, with reference to trachoma control in Tanzania.
Methods: Online databases were searched for literature containing relevant keywords.
Literature sources included published data, peer-reviewed publications, and relevant grey
literature.
Results: The SAFE strategy has been highly effective in reducing the global prevalence of
trachoma. However, it has failed to reach its target of global elimination by 2020. Strengths of
this approach include the dual focus on preventative and curative aspects of trachoma
management and the GET2020 Alliance to aid state implementation. Challenges in trachoma
management include the political landscape influencing global health governance and funding,
as well as a pressing need for an intersectoral ‘Health in All Policies’ approach to address the
social determinants of health perpetuating trachoma transmission.
Conclusions: An integrated, multisectoral approach to trachoma management with NTDs is
required to attain increased and sustainable progress across the spectrum of NTDs, reduce the
risk of resurgence, and achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
This progress can be achieved only by continuing to address the underlying determinants of
health and utilising integrated management programs.
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20. TEMPORAL TRENDS IN CHILDHOOD CANCER SURVIVAL IN
EGYPT, 2007 TO 2017: A LARGE RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF
14 808 CHILDREN WITH CANCER FROM THE CHILDREN’S
CANCER HOSPITAL EGYPT
International Journal Of Cancer
Authors: Ranin M. Soliman, Alaa Elhaddad, Jason Oke, Wael Eweida, Iman Sidhom, Sonia
Ahmed, Hany Abdelrahman, Emad Moussa, Mohamed Fawzy, Manal Zamzam, Wael Zekri,
Hanafy Hafez, Mohamed Sedky, Amr Abdalla, Mahmoud Hammad, Hossam Elzomor, Sahar
Ahmed, Madeha Awad, Sayed Abdelhameed, Enas Mohsen, Lobna Shalaby, Heba Fouad,
Nourhan Tarek, Sherif Abouelnaga, Carl Heneghan
Region / country: Northern Africa – Egypt
Speciality: Surgical oncology
Childhood cancer is a priority in Egypt due to large numbers of children with cancer,
suboptimal care and insufficient resources. It is difficult to evaluate progress in survival
because of paucity of data in National Cancer Registry. In this study, we studied survival rates
and trends in survival of the largest available cohort of children with cancer (n = 15 779, aged
0‐18 years) from Egypt between 2007 and 2017, treated at Children’s Cancer Hospital Egypt‐
(CCHE), representing 40% to 50% of all childhood cancers across Egypt. We estimated 5‐year
overall survival (OS) for 14 808 eligible patients using Kaplan‐Meier method, and determined
survival trends using Cox regression by single year of diagnosis and by diagnosis periods. We
compared age‐standardized rates to international benchmarks in England and the United
States, identified cancers with inferior survival and provided recommendations for
improvement. Five‐year OS was 72.1% (95% CI 71.3‐72.9) for all cancers combined, and
survival trends increased significantly by single year of diagnosis (P < .001) and by calendar
periods from 69.6% to 74.2% (P < .0001) between 2007‐2012 and 2013‐2017. Survival trends
improved significantly for leukemias, lymphomas, CNS tumors, neuroblastoma, hepatoblastoma
and Ewing Sarcoma. Survival was significantly lower by 9% and 11.2% (P < .001) than England
and the United States, respectively. Significantly inferior survival was observed for the majority
of cancers. Although survival trends are improving for childhood cancers in Egypt/CCHE,
survival is still inferior in high‐income countries. We provide evidence‐based recommendations
to improve survival in Egypt by reflecting on current obstacles in care, with further implications
on practice and policy.
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21. IN-HOSPITAL POSTOPERATIVE MORTALITY RATES FOR
SELECTED PROCEDURES IN TANZANIA’S LAKE ZONE
World Journal Of Surgery
Authors: Taylor Wurdeman, Christopher Strader, Shehnaz Alidina, David Barash, Isabelle
Citron, Ntuli Kapologwe, Erastus Maina, Fabian Massaga, Adelina Mazhiqi, John G. Meara,
Gopal Menon, Cheri Reynolds, Meaghan Sydlowski, John Varallo, Sarah Maongezi, Mpoki
Ulisubisya
Region / country: Eastern Africa – Tanzania
Speciality: Emergency surgery, General surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Background
Postoperative mortality rate is one of six surgical indicators identified by the Lancet
Commission on Global Surgery for monitoring access to high-quality surgical care. The primary
aim of this study was to measure the postoperative mortality rate in Tanzania’s Lake Zone to
provide a baseline for surgical strengthening efforts. The secondary aim was to measure the
effect of Safe Surgery 2020, a multi-component intervention to improve surgical quality, on
postoperative mortality after 10 months.
Methods
We prospectively collected data on postoperative mortality from 20 health centers, district
hospitals, and regional hospitals in Tanzania’s Lake Zone over two time periods: preintervention (February to April 2018) and post-intervention (March to May 2019). We analyzed
postoperative mortality rates by procedure type. We used logistic regression to determine the
impact of Safe Surgery 2020 on postoperative mortality.
Results
The overall average in-hospital non-obstetric postoperative mortality rate for all surgery
procedures was 2.62%. The postoperative mortality rates for laparotomy were 3.92% and for
cesarean delivery was 0.24%. Logistic regression demonstrated no difference in the
postoperative mortality rate after the Safe Surgery 2020 intervention.
Conclusions
Our results inform national surgical planning in Tanzania by providing a sub-national baseline
estimate of postoperative mortality rates for multiple surgical procedures and serve as a basis
from which to measure the impact of future surgical quality interventions. Our study showed no
improvement in postoperative mortality after implementation of Safe Surgery 2020, possibly
due to low power to detect change.
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22. FEASIBILITY AND SAFETY OF PROSTHETIC IMPLANTS
FORINGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR IN A NIGERIAN TERTIARY
HOSPITAL
Medical Journal Of Zambia
Authors: Aloysius Ogbuanya, Fabian Olisa, Amobi Oguonu, Nonyelum Ugwu
Region / country: Western Africa – Nigeria
Speciality: General surgery
Background: Worldwide, inguinal hernia repair is the commonest surgical procedure in general
surgery, but the optimal repair technique for inguinal hernia has not been defined and accepted
in most parts of Africa and other developing nations. The aim of this study was to determine the
epidemiology of inguinal hernias and feasibility of mesh implants in our centre.
Methodology: This was a descriptive cross-sectional study of consecutive adult patients with
uncomplicated inguinal hernias who received polypropylene mesh for repair of their inguinal
hernias. Selection criteria included inguinoscrotal/inguinolabial hernia, recurrent or bilateral
hernia or bubunoceles with wide defects. Descriptive statistics and tests of significance were
done.
Results: Inguinal hernia represented 77.3% of all abdominal wall hernias encountered during
the study. However, only 27.8% (100 patients) of the 360 patients that satisfied the inclusion
criteria received mesh implants. Of the 100 patients studied, 31% had recurrent hernias, 48%
harbored complete inguinoscrotal/inguinolabial hernia while 13% had incomplete
inguinoscrotal hernia. Majority (86%) had unilateral hernia.The annual repair rates using mesh
implants increased progressively from 4% in 2013 to 40% in 2017. A quarter (25%) had
comorbidities. Majority (60%) of repairs were under general anesthesia. The overall
postoperative complication rate was 14%. Wound infection rate was 3.5%. There was
statistically significant difference in the rates of wound-related events between recurrent and
primary inguinal hernias (p=0.000). There was no mortality or recurrence recorded in this
study.
Conclusion: The uptake of mesh implants for inguinal hernia repair in our environment is low,
though the trend is changing with higher proportions of patients accepting mesh implants in
recent time. Elective inguinal hernia surgery with polypropylene mesh is feasible, safe, effective
and reproducible in our setting.
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23. PALLIATIVE SURGERY IN GASTROINTESTINAL
MALIGNANCY: EXPERIENCE FROM A REGIONAL CANCER
CENTRE
International Surgery Journal
Authors: Prafulla Kumar Das, Kalyan Pandey, Padmalaya Deavi, Swodeep Mohanty, Kunal
Goutam, Subrat Samantara, Bharat Bhushan Satpathy, Nilesh B. Patil, Subhranshu Lekha
Region / country: South-eastern Asia – India
Speciality: General surgery, Surgical oncology
Background: With so much burden of advanced incurable disease, the role of palliative surgery
is paramount for gastrointestinal malignancies improving quality of life. Aim of the study was to
study the indications, risks and outcome of palliative surgeries in gastrointestinal malignancies,
the burden of disease requiring palliative surgery, and to describe strategies to improve end of
life care.
Methods: All the patients diagnosed with gastrointestinal malignancy and who underwent
palliative surgery between January 2017 and December 2017 were analysed.
Results: A total of 186 cases underwent palliative surgery. The most common age group
affected was between 50-60 years and the mean age was 54.55 years. Stomach was the most
common primary consisting of 58.60% followed by colorectal (23.66%), small intestine (9.68%),
hepato-pacreatico-billiary (4.30%), and oesophageal (3.76%) primary. Major complications were
seen in 4.84% of cases. Average symptomatic relief was observed for 5.5 months in cases of
stomach and 7 months in case of colorectal malignancies. 35.48% cases were alive at the end of
one year.
Conclusions: Present study concludes that palliative surgery improves quality of life of the
patient, provides them with time to accept death and live rest of the life in a dignified manner.
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24. PEDIATRIC SOLID TUMOR CARE AND MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TUMOR BOARDS IN LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Jco Global Oncology
Authors: Mohd Yusran Othman, MBBS, MPaedSurg, Sally Blair, MD, MPH, Shireen A. Nah,
MBBS, MS, Hany Ariffin, MBBS, MPaed, PhD, Chatchawin Assanasen, MD, Shui Yen Soh,
MBBS, MRCPCH, Anette S. Jacobsen, MBBCh, FAMS, Catherine Lam, MD, MPH and Amos H.
P. Loh, MBBS, FAMS
Region / country: South-eastern Asia
Speciality: Other, Paediatric surgery, Surgical oncology
PURPOSE
Pediatric solid tumors require coordinated multidisciplinary specialist care. However, expertise
and resources to conduct multidisciplinary tumor boards (MDTBs) are lacking in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs). We aimed to profile the landscape of pediatric solid tumor
care and practices and perceptions on MDTBs among pediatric solid tumor units (PSTUs) in
Southeast Asian LMICs.
METHODS
Using online surveys, availability of specialty manpower and MDTBs among PSTUs was first
determined. From the subset of PSTUs with MDTBs, one pediatric surgeon and one pediatric
oncologist from each center were queried using 5-point Likert scale questions adapted from
published questionnaires.
RESULTS
In 37 (80.4%) of 46 identified PSTUs, availability of pediatric-trained specialists was as follows:
oncologists, 94.6%; surgeons, 91.9%; radiologists, 54.1%; pathologists, 40.5%; radiation
oncologists, 29.7%; nuclear medicine physicians, 13.5%; and nurses, 81.1%. Availability of
pediatric-trained surgeons, radiologists, and pathologists was significantly associated with the
existence of MDTBs (P = .037, .005, and .022, respectively). Among 43 (89.6%) of 48
respondents from 24 PSTUs with MDTBs, 90.5% of oncologists reported > 50% oncologydedicated workload versus 22.7% of surgeons. Views on benefits and barriers did not
significantly differ between oncologists and surgeons. The majority agreed that MDTBs helped
to improve accuracy of treatment recommendations and team competence. Complex cases,
insufficient radiology and pathology preparation, and need for supplementary investigations
were the top barriers.
CONCLUSION
This first known profile of pediatric solid tumor care in Southeast Asia found that availability of
pediatric-trained subspecialists was a significant prerequisite for pediatric MDTBs in this
region. Most PSTUs lacked pediatric-trained pathologists and radiologists. Correspondingly,
gaps in radiographic and pathologic diagnoses were the most common limitations for MDTBs.
Greater emphasis on holistic multidisciplinary subspecialty development is needed to advance
pediatric solid tumor care in Southeast Asia.
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25. PRIMARY HEALTH-CARE SERVICE DELIVERY AND
ACCESSIBILITY IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Intech Open
Authors: Thierry Edoh
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Health policy
The primary care is within a health-care system, the first contact and main point for people
requiring health and medical care. Patients requiring specialized health and medical care are
directed to the appropriate specialists by a general physician (GP) who coordinates the needed
specialist care. GPs base their decisions partially on patient-centered information and partially
on the results of medical examinations. Many health-IT systems for primary health care are
available today. Their first aims are to assist GPs in their daily duties and the patient in
collecting his medical data and to self-manage his conditions. IT systems enabling the patient to
collect accurate information on his condition to self-manage his condition provide accurate
patient-centric data, which shows the potential to outperform patient-centered information,
which in turn is based on the patient’s personal feeling and perception. Patient-centered
information are biased. Beyond providing patient-centric information, health-IT systems can
facilitate access to health-care services, increase the quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of
health-care services, and can contribute to reducing medical expenses. This chapter aims to
paint down the global trend of health-IT systems and the supporting technology. The chapter
will further present some existing health-IT systems and discuss their role in the health-care
accessibility, particularly in rural regions.
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26. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR MANAGING
PEDIATRIC CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TUMORS IN CHINA
Pediatric Investigations
Authors: Anthony Pak‐Yin Liu Daniel C. Moreira Chenchen Sun, Lisa Krull, Yijin Gao Bo Yang
Chenran Zhang Kejun He Xiaojun Yuan Godfrey Chi‐Fung Chan Xiaofei Sun Xiaoli Ma Ibrahim
A. Qaddoumi
Region / country: Eastern Asia – China
Speciality: Paediatric surgery, Surgical oncology
Central nervous system (CNS) tumors represent the most deadly cancer in pediatric age group.
In China, thousands of children are diagnosed with CNS tumors every year. Despite the
improving socioeconomic status and availability of medical expertise within the country, unique
challenges remain for the delivery of pediatric neuro‐oncology service. In this review, we
discuss the existing hurdles for improving the outcome of children with CNS tumors in China.
Need for precise disease burden estimation, lack of intra‐ and inter‐hospital collaborative
networks, high probability of treatment abandonment, along with financial toxicities from
treatment represent the key challenges that Chinese healthcare providers encounter. The
tremendous opportunities for advancing the status of pediatric neuro‐oncology care in and
beyond the country are explored.
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27. LETTER TO THE EDITOR: COVID-19 & NEUROSURGICAL
TRAINING IN LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES
World Neurosurgery
Authors: Ulrick Sidney Kanmounye, Adam Ammar, Ignatius Esene, Abdessamad El Ouahabi,
and Kee Park
Region / country: Global
Speciality: Neurosurgery, Surgical Education
On June 11, 2020, the World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies (WFNS)’ Global
Neurosurgery Committee (GNC) and Young Neurosurgeons Forum (YNF) discussed the effects
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) on training in low- and middle-income countries
(LMICs). During this event, the leadership of the WFNS and stakeholders of global
neurosurgery identified challenges and proposed solutions to the issues faced by trainees
during the pandemic. We recount the problems and action items that were identified during the
meeting.
Each year, 23 million patients develop neurosurgical conditions, and 78% of them live in
LMICs.1 LMICs have <56% of the specialist neurosurgical workforce and require an additional
23,300 neurosurgeons to meet local neurosurgical demands.1 , 2 Few LMICs have sufficient
capacity to make up for the local workforce deficit; thus, neurosurgeons from all over the world
are working to find sustainable solutions.3 This movement has given birth to the field of global
neurosurgery—”an area for study, research, practice, and advocacy that places a priority on
improving health outcomes and achieving health equity for all people worldwide who are
affected by neurosurgical conditions or need neurosurgical care.”4 To coordinate the efforts of
global neurosurgeons, the WFNS has created an ad-hoc committee: the WFNS GNC.5
In addition to the difficulties already faced in providing neurosurgical care in LMICs, the
current COVID-19 pandemic has further strained healthcare resources, especially for those in
low-resource settings.6 To understand the effects of the pandemic on training and propose
solutions to the issues identified, the WFNS GNC and the WFNS YNF co-hosted a webinar. The
webinar was held on June 11, 2020, and titled “COVID-19 & Neurosurgical Training in Low- and
Middle-Income Countries: The Global Neurosurgery Perspective.”
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28. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF NONCLINICAL
INTERVENTIONS FOR APPROPRIATE USE OF CESAREAN
SECTION IN LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES:
PROTOCOL FOR A MULTISITE HYBRID EFFECTIVENESSIMPLEMENTATION TYPE III TRIAL
Implementation Science
Authors: Alexandre Dumont, Ana Pilar Betrán, Charles Kaboré, Myriam de Loenzien, Pisake
Lumbiganon, Meghan A Bohren, Quoc Nhu Hung Mac, Newton Opiyo, Guillermo Carroli, Kristi
Sidney Annerstedt, Valéry Ridde, Ramón Escuriet, Michael Robson, Claudia Hanson, QUALIDEC research group
Region / country: Global – Argentina, Burkina Faso, Thailand, Vietnam
Speciality: Health policy, Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Background: While cesarean sections (CSs) are a life-saving intervention, an increasing number
are performed without medical reasons in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
Unnecessary CS diverts scarce resources and thereby reduces access to healthcare for women
in need. Argentina, Burkina Faso, Thailand, and Vietnam are committed to reducing
unnecessary CS, but many individual and organizational factors in healthcare facilities obstruct
this aim. Nonclinical interventions can overcome these barriers by helping providers improve
their practices and supporting women’s decision-making regarding childbirth. Existing
evidence has shown only a modest effect of single interventions on reducing CS rates, arguably
because of the failure to design multifaceted interventions effectively tailored to the context.
The aim of this study is to design, adapt, and test a multifaceted intervention for the
appropriate use of CS in Argentina, Burkina Faso, Thailand, and Vietnam.
Methods: We designed an intervention (QUALIty DECision-making-QUALI-DEC) with four
components: (1) opinion leaders at heathcare facilities to improve adherence to best practices
among clinicians, (2) CS audits and feedback to help providers identify potentially avoidable
CS, (3) a decision analysis tool to help women make an informed decision on the mode of birth,
and (4) companionship to support women during labor. QUALI-DEC will be implemented and
evaluated in 32 hospitals (8 sites per country) using a pragmatic hybrid effectivenessimplementation design to test our implementation strategy, and information regarding its
impact on relevant maternal and perinatal outcomes will be gathered. The implementation
strategy will involve the participation of women, healthcare professionals, and organizations
and account for the local environment, needs, resources, and social factors in each country.
Discussion: There is urgent need for interventions and implementation strategies to optimize
the use of CS while improving health outcomes and satisfaction in LMICs. This can only be
achieved by engaging all stakeholders involved in the decision-making process surrounding
birth and addressing their needs and concerns. The study will generate robust evidence about
the effectiveness and the impact of this multifaceted intervention. It will also assess the
acceptability and scalability of the intervention and the capacity for empowerment among
women and providers alike.
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29. COST OF BREAST CANCER CARE IN LOW AND MIDDLEINCOME COUNTRIES: A SCOPING REVIEW PROTOCOL
Osf Registries
Authors: Parsa Erfani; Kayleigh Bhangdia; Jean Claude Mugunga; Lydia E. Pace; Temidayo
Fadelu
Region / country: Global
Speciality: General surgery, Surgical oncology
bjective: This review will describe the scope of the literature on the cost of breast cancer care
in low and middle income countries (LMICs), summarize estimated costsof breast cancer
diagnosis andtreatment, and assess the methodologies used to calculate cost. Introduction: In
the past decade, there has been global momentum to improve capacity for breast cancer care in
LMICs, which have higher rates of breast cancer mortality compared to high income countries.
Understanding the cost of delivering breast cancer care in LMICs is critical to guide effective
cancer care delivery strategies and policy.Inclusion criteria:Studies that estimate the cost of
breast cancer diagnosis andtreatment in LMICs will be included. Studies not available in
English will be excluded.Methods: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses -Scoping Review guidelines will be utilized. The search strategy has been developed in
consultation with a medical librarian and will be performed in five electronic databases from
their inception (MEDLINE, Embase, Web of Science, Global Health, WHO Global Index
Medicus) as well as ingray literature. Two independent reviewers will review all abstracts and
titles in the primary screen and full-text articles in the secondary screen. A third reviewer will
adjudicate conflicts. One reviewer will perform data extraction. Study characteristics and cost
estimates will be summarized in narrative and tabular formats. The methodological quality of
studies will be evaluated using a validated economic evaluation tool as well as a ranking system
that denotes the comprehensiveness of cost analysis inputs
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30. A CASE STUDY OF A POINT-OF-CARE ELECTRONIC
MEDICAL RECORD [SABER] IN TOTONICAPÁN, GUATEMALA:
BENEFITS, CHALLENGES, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Annals Of Global Health
Authors: Nicholas H. Aldredge , Dorian Rodriguez, Jessica González, David R. Burt
Region / country: Central America – Guatemala
Speciality: Health policy
Background: The adoption of electronic medical records (EMRs) in lower-income nations has
progressed slowly due to the lack of adequate infrastructure, funding, and training. However,
EMRs have been successfully implemented previously in resource-limited health systems in
South Africa, Haiti, Cameroon, Kenya, and Peru. Detailed, organized, and easily accessible
medical records are particularly important in emergency departments due to the volume and
acuity of the patient population.
Methods: In order to further study the plausibility of an EMR in a resource-limited emergency
department, a web-based, Spanish-language EMR known as SABER was developed for use in
Hospital Nacional José Felipe Flores in Totonicapán, Guatemala. The software collects patient
data including demographics, triage, initial evaluation, review of systems, physical exam, and
evaluation and plan. It then generates a .pdf file consistent with information requirements of
the Guatemalan Ministry of Health. Local physicians, medical students, and nurses were
trained in the use of the software, which debuted in July 2016. To assess the effectiveness of
SABER as an EMR, focus groups and Likert scale surveys were conducted with six physicians
and 31 medical students working in the Hospital Nacional emergency department.
Results: Thirty of 32 medical students and six of six doctors would recommend SABER to
another provider. Positive aspects identified by staff include ease of use, quick data entry, and
the potential for large data set research.
Discussion: Remaining challenges include incorporating electronic nursing orders and lab
results, troubleshooting technology problems including printer difficulties, a lack of electronic
signature capability, and lack of integration with the rest of the hospital. Our study is consistent
with other studies that show use of an EMR may help to reduce health disparities through
improved patient records, medical data collection, and organization.
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31. DEVELOPING A NATIONAL INTEGRATED ROAD TRAFFIC
INJURY REGISTRY SYSTEM: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR A
MULTIDISCIPLINARY SETTING
Journal Of Multidisciplinary Healthcare
Authors: Homayoun Sadeghi-Bazargani,Alireza Sadeghpour, Michael Lowery Wilson, Alireza
Ala, Farzad Rahmani
Region / country: Middle East – Iran
Speciality: Emergency surgery, Health policy
Introduction: Despite a high burden of traffic injuries, effective integrated or linked injury
surveillance systems are rarely available in many low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
The aim of the current study was to define a conceptual model for developing a national
integrated traffic injury registry in Iran.
Methods: A mult-method study financially and technically supported by the World Health
Organization, Iranian Ministry of Health, Iranian Traffic Police, and the Iranian Legal Medicine
Organization was conducted. A theoretical framework, forming the core conceptual
components, was developed based on expert reviews. The preliminary conceptual model was
developed by a panel of experts and tailored through a national workshop of 50 scientists,
authorities and experts from nearly all sectors related to road safety promotion and injury
management. It was then sent out to external reviewers in order to assess and improve the
content validity of the model.
Results: The conceptual model was developed to have six components. These included 1) aims
and core definitions; 2) content and core measurements; 3) data flow; 4) data collection
routines; 5) organizational matrix; 6) implementation organization. The Haddon’s matrix was
adapted to be used as the theoretical framework in defining the content and data flow
components of IRTIR. Five subcomponents were defined in the content and core measurements
component with each having several subcategories. Each subcomponent/subcategory was
finally divided into several item groups to guide defining the final data measurement variables.
The data flow component was defined with six data sequence stations. Through the
organizational matrix component, five major organizations relevant to road traffic safety were
defined as core data production contributors. Some organizations also owned several suborganizations which contributed in this regard.
Conclusion: It is concluded that the IRTIR conceptual model includes the required six
components for developing a national integrated registry for Iran. Its main component called,
content and core measurements, leads the researchers in developing final data collection tools
in developing the national registry of road traffic injuries in Iran.
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32. CANCER CARE IN THE ERA OF COVID-19: CHANGING
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT OF SOCIAL MEDIA APPLICATIONS TO
SUPPORT CANCER PATIENTS IN LMICS
Indian Journal Of Surgical Oncology
Authors: Sanjay Kumar Yadav, Ronald Kintu Luwaga, Vahagn Hambardzumyan, Nishtha Yadav
& Sanjeet Kumar Jaiswal
Region / country: Eastern Africa – Uganda
Speciality: Health policy, Surgical oncology
A patient texts a picture of his neck (Fig. 1a and b) showing no tumor from 240 miles away.
Even though he could not come to hospital due to lockdown, he is able to continue his tyrosine
kinase inhibitor therapy with the support of a social media (SoMe) application. Another patient
in Uganda sends a photograph, which aids in home-based evaluation of her post-mastectomy
wound (Fig. 1c).
COVID-19 pandemic has been a crucial wake-up call for many high-income countries (HICs), as
it has brought to the fore the fragility of their healthcare systems [1]. Yet, the situation in lowand middle-income countries (LMICs) can only be left to imagination as healthcare system was
already fragile here. Amidst the pandemic, care of cancer patients has suffered a substantial
setback. It is now apparent that cancer and COVID-19 form a deadly duo as patients having
both are at very high risk of severe event [2]. Patients with cancer are at higher risk with
severe events occurring in 7 (39%) of 18 patients with cancer vs 124 (8%) of 1572 patients
without cancer.
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33. EMERGENCY GENERAL SURGERY IN A PUBLIC HOSPITAL
IN MALAYSIA
The Medical Journal Of Malaysia
Authors: Kandasami Palayan, Yita Tang, Chi Xuan Sam, Chern Wayne Kee, Muhammad Naim
Rusman, Afifah Aflah Mohd Derus, Mahadevan Deva Tata
Region / country: Southern Asia – Malaysia
Speciality: Emergency surgery, General surgery
Introduction: Patients undergoing emergency general surgery (EGS) are at risk for death and
complications. Information on the burden of EGS is critical for developing strategies to improve
the outcomes.
Methods: In this retrospective cohort study, medical records of all general surgical operations
in a public hospital were reviewed for the period 1st January 2017 to 31st December 2017. Data
on patient demographics, operative workload, case mix, time of surgery and outcomes were
analysed.
Results: Of the 2960 general surgical operations that were performed in 2017, 1720 (58.1%) of
the procedures were performed as emergencies. The mean age for the patients undergoing
emergency general surgical procedures was 37.9 years (Standard Deviation, ±21.0), with male
preponderance (57.5%). Appendicitis was the most frequent diagnosis for the emergency
procedures (43%) followed by infections of the skin and soft tissues (31.6%). Disorders of the
colon and rectum ranked as the third most common condition, accounting for 6.7% of the
emergency procedures. Majority of emergency surgery (59.3%) took place after office hours
and on weekends. Post-operative deaths and admissions to critical care facilities increased
during EGS when compared to elective surgery, p<0.01.
Conclusions: EGS constitutes a major part of the workload of general surgeons and it is
associated significant risk for death and post-operative complications. The burden of EGS must
be recognised and patient care systems must evolve to make surgery safe and efficient.
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34. TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK APPROACH TO INTEGRATING
PATHWAYS FOR INFECTION PREVENTION AND ANTIBIOTIC
STEWARDSHIP IN SURGERY: A QUALITATIVE STUDY FROM
INDIA AND SOUTH AFRICA
Research Square
Authors: Singh S, Mendelson M, Surendran S, Bonaconsa C, Mbamalu O, Nampoothiri V,
Boutall A, Hampton M, Dhar P, Pennel T, Tarrant C, Leather A, Holmes A, Charani E
Region / country: Southern Africa, Southern Asia – India, South Africa
Speciality: Health policy
Background The surgical pathway remains a hard to reach, critical target for antimicrobial
stewardship (AMS) and infection prevention and control (IPC). We investigated the drivers for
surgical AMS and IPC, across cardiovascular and thoracic surgery (CVTS) and gastrointestinal
surgery teams in two academic hospitals in South Africa (SA) and India. Materials and methods
An ethnographic observational study of IPC and AMS was conducted (July 2018–August 2019),
with data gathered from 190 hours of non-participant observations (138 India, 60 SA); face-toface interviews with patients (6 India, 7 South Africa), and healthcare professionals (HCPs) (44
India, 61 SA); and, in-depth patient case studies (4 India, 2 SA). A grounded theory approach
aided by Nvivo 11 software, analyzed the emerging themes. An iterative and recursive process
of moving between the coded data and the higher-level themes, ensured saturation of the
themes. The multiple modes of enquiry enabled cross-validation and triangulation of findings.
Results Across surgical pathways, multiple barriers exist impeding effective IPC and AMS
practices. The existing, implicit roles of HCPs (including nurses, and senior surgeons) are
overlooked as interventions target junior doctors, bypassing the opportunity for integrating
care across the surgical team members. Critically, the ownership of decisions remains with the
operating surgeons and entrenched hierarchies restrict the integration of other HCPs in IPC
and AMS. Conclusions IPC and AMS are not integrated in surgery. Identifying the implicit
existing HCPs roles in IPC and AMS is critical and will facilitate the development of effective
and transparent processes across the surgical team for IPC and AMS. Developing a framework
approach that includes nurse leadership, empowering pharmacists and engaging surgical leads
is essential for integrated care.
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35. EVALUATION OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN
ECLAMPSIA: A STUDY IN A TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL,
RAJSHAHI, BANGLADESH
Scholars Journal Of Applied Medical Sciences
Authors: Dr. Nahid Sultana, Dr. Md. Zulfiqur Ali, Dr. Shakina Khatun
Region / country: Southern Asia – Bangladesh
Speciality: Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Introduction: Eclampsia is a hypothetically life-threatening rare tricky situation of the
hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, which is responsible for huge records in morbidity and
deaths among women of reproductive age and their offspring. It is an occurrence of convulsion
linked with pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia. The estimate of incidence and the burden
of eclampsia is still a challenging pursuit worldwide; currently only seven countries have
national data on the topic. Aim of the study: To assess the morbidity and mortality in eclampsia.
Methods: This was a cross sectional observational study carried out in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 250 Bedded General Hospital, Pabna, Bangladesh during the
period from June 2016 and July 2016. Proper written consent form all the participants were
obtained and the ethical committee of the hospital had approved the study before starting the
intervention. In total 178 pregnant women with eclampsia were finalized as the study
population. Result: In our study we found in total 148 live births from total 178 mothers which
were 83.15% against total study population. Among all the babies 139 were survived which was
93.91% among total live births. Death after birth was 9 in number which was 6.08% among
total live births. Early neonatal death was 13 in number which was 7.3% against total mothers.
Stillbirths were 16 in number which was 9% against total mothers. In perinatal complication
analysis we found 42 babies with jaundice which was 28.38% among live births. Babies with
septicemia were 28 (18.92%), with respiratory distress 25 (16.89%), with neonatal convulsion
were 7(4.73%) and with no complication were 46 (31.08%). Conclusion: It was observed in our
study that; lower income families have a worse performance in all obstetric health
care indicators among women with eclampsia. So, Proper health care and mental health
facilities in order to get better obstetric and perinatal outcomes might be the faster route to
reduce severe maternal outcome due to eclampsia.
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36. ASSESSING PATIENT SAFETY CULTURE: APPLICATION OF
THE SAFETY ATTITUDES QUESTIONNAIRE IN A KENYAN
SETTING
The Open Nursing Journal
Authors: Nickcy Mbuthia, Mary Moleki
Region / country: Eastern Africa – Kenya
Speciality: Health policy
Background:
Patient safety has recently been declared a global health priority. Achievement and sustenance
of a culture of patient safety require a regular and timely assessment of the organization. The
Safety Attitudes Questionnaire is a patient safety culture assessment tool whose usefulness has
been established in countries, but a few studies have been published from Africa, more so, in
Kenyan settings.
Objective:
To evaluate the reliability of the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire in assessing the patient safety
culture in a Kenyan setting and to assess healthcare workers’ perceptions of patient safety
culture.
Methods:
A descriptive quantitative approach was utilized whereby the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire
was administered to 241 healthcare workers in two public hospitals. The Cronbach’s α was
calculated to determine the internal consistency of the SAQ. Descriptive and inferential
statistics were used to analyze and describe the data on patient safety culture.
Results:
The total scale Cronbach’s alpha of the SAQ was 0.86, while that of the six dimensions was 0.65
to 0.90. The overall mean score of the total SAQ was 65.8 (9.9). Participants had the highest
positive perception for Job Satisfaction with a mean score of 78.3 (16.1) while the lowest was
evaluated for Stress Recognition with a mean score of 53.8 (28.6).
Conclusion:
The SAQ demonstrated satisfactory internal consistency and is suitable for use in the Kenyan
context. The perception of patient safety culture in the Kenyan hospital is below international
recommendations. There is a need for implementation of strategies for the improvement of the
organization culture in Kenyan hospitals.
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37. PEDIATRIC PATIENTS IN A LOCAL NEPALI EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT: PRESENTING COMPLAINTS, TRIAGE AND
POST-DISCHARGE MORTALITY
Global Pediatric Health
Authors: Samita Giri, Tine Halvas-Svendsen, Tormod Rogne, Sanu Krishna Shrestha, Henrik
Døllner,, Erik Solligård,, Kari Risnes
Region / country: Southern Asia – Nepal
Speciality: Emergency surgery
Background. In low-income countries, pediatric emergency care is largely underdeveloped
although child mortality in emergency care is more than twice that of adults, and mortality
after discharge is high. Aim. We aimed at describing characteristics, triage categories, and
post-discharge mortality in a pediatric emergency population in Nepal. Methods. We
prospectively assessed characteristics and triage categories of pediatric patients who entered
the emergency department (ED) in a local hospital. Patient households were followed-up by
telephone interviews at 90 days. Results. The majority of pediatric emergency patients
presented with injuries and infections (~40% each). Girls attended ED less frequent than boys.
High triage priority categories (orange and red) were strong indicators for intensive care need
and for mortality after discharge. Conclusion. The study supports the use and development of a
pediatric triage systems in a low-resource general ED setting. We identify a need for
interventions that can reduce mortality after pediatric emergency care. Interventions to reduce
pediatric emergency disease burden in this setting should emphasize prevention and effective
treatment of infections and injuries.
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Open Access Emerg Med
Authors: Benjamin D Lindquist, Kathryn W Koval, Peter C Acker, Corey B Bills, Ayesha Khan,
Sybil Zachariah, Jennifer A Newberry, G V Ramana Rao, Swaminatha V Mahadevan, and
Matthew C Strehlow
Region / country: Southern Asia – India
Speciality: Emergency surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Trauma surgery
Background
Emergency medical services (EMS) in India face enormous challenges in providing care to a
geographically expansive and diverse patient population. Over the last decade, the
public–private-partnership GVK EMRI (Emergency Management and Research Institute) has
trained over 100,000 emergency medical technicians (EMTs), with greater than 21,000
currently practicing, to address this critical gap in the healthcare workforce. With the rapid
development and expansion of EMS, certain aspects of specialty development have lagged
behind, including continuing education requirements. To date, there have been no substantial
continuing education EMT skills and training efforts. We report lessons learned during
development and implementation of a continuing education course (CEC) for EMTs in India.
Methods
From 2014 to 2017, we employed an iterative process to design and launch a novel CEC
focused on five core emergency competency areas (medicine and cardiology, obstetrics,
trauma, pediatrics, and leadership and communication). Indian EMT instructors and providers
partnered in design and content, and instructors were trained to independently deliver the
CEC. Many challenges had to be overcome: scale (>21,000 EMTs), standardization (highly
variable skill levels among providers and instructors), culture (educational emphasis on rote
memorization rather than practical application), and translation (22 major languages and a few
hundred local dialects spoken nationwide).
Lessons Learned
During the assessment and development phases, we identified five key strategies for success:
(1) use icon-based video instruction to ensure consistent quality and allow voice-over for easy
translation; (2) incorporate workbooks during didactic videos and (3) employ low-cost
simulation and case discussions to emphasize active learning; (4) focus on non-technical skills;
(5) integrate a formal training-of-trainers prior to delivery of materials.
Conclusion
These key strategies can be combined with innovation and flexibility to address unique
challenges of language, system resources, and cultural differences when developing impactful
continuing educational initiatives in bourgeoning prehospital care systems in low- and middleincome countries.
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Region / country: Global
Speciality: Health policy
We live in an era of unprecedented global wealth. Nevertheless, about one billion people in lowincome and lower-middle-income countries (LLMICs) still experience levels of poverty that have
long been described as “beneath any reasonable definition of human decency”, in the words of
former World Bank president, Robert McNamara. This Commission was formed at the end of
2015 in the conviction that non-communicable diseases and injuries (NCDIs) are an important,
yet an under-recognised and poorly-understood contributor to the death and suffering of this
vulnerable population. The aims of the Commission were to rethink global policies, mend a
great disparity in health, and broaden the global health agenda in the interest of equity.
There are ways, with demonstrated effectiveness in real-world conditions, to address the
constellation of afflictions known as NCDIs. We have found, however, that the world’s poorest
billion are being systematically deprived of those life-saving and life-changing interventions.
This unfair exclusion stems both from a lack of global solidarity with the poorest of the poor,
and from inadequate descriptions and comprehension of the problem. NCDIs are commonly
represented as complications of ageing and development. In fact, they also constitute a large
and diverse burden of illness among children and young adults, who make up the largest
proportion of people living in extreme poverty around the world. Public health discourse and
global solutions have generally focused on preventing NCDIs through changes in human
behaviours, and not on addressing the inadequate resources available for the poor to be
properly nourished, live safely, and to access health care. Meanwhile, treatments for NCDIs
account for the largest gap in health financing for LLMICs, making a mockery of international
commitments to universal health coverage (UHC).
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Speciality: Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Surgical oncology
Background:
Cervical cancer is among the most common cancers affecting women globally. Where treatment
is available in low- and middle-income countries, many women become lost to follow-up (LTFU)
at various points of care.
Objective:
This study assessed predictors of LTFU among cervical cancer patients in rural Rwanda.
Methods:
We conducted a retrospective study of cervical cancer patients enrolled at Butaro Cancer
Center of Excellence (BCCOE) between 2012 and 2017 who were either alive and in care or
LTFU at 12 months after enrollment. Patients are considered early LTFU if they did not return
to clinic after the first visit and late LTFU if they did not return to clinic after the second visit.
We conducted two multivariable logistic regressions to determine predictors of early and late
LTFU.
Findings:
Of 652 patients in the program, 312 women met inclusion criteria, of whom 47 (15.1%) were
early LTFU, 78 (25.0%) were late LTFU and 187 (59.9%) were alive and in care. In adjusted
analyses, patients with no documented disease stage at presentation were more likely to be
early LTFU vs. patients with stage 1 and 2 when controlling for other factors (aOR: 14.93, 95%
CI 6.12–36.43). Patients who travel long distances (aOR: 2.25, 95% CI 1.11, 4.53), with
palliative care as type of treatment received (aOR: 6.65, CI 2.28, 19.40) and patients with
missing treatment (aOR: 7.99, CI 3.56, 17.97) were more likely to be late LTFU when
controlling for other factors. Patients with ECOG status of 2 and higher were less likely to be
late LTFU (aOR: 0.26, 95% CI 0.08, 0.85).
Conclusion:
Different factors were associated with early and later LTFU. Enhanced patient education,
mechanisms to facilitate diagnosis at early stages of disease, and strategies that improve
patient tracking and follow-up may reduce LTFU and improve patient retention.
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